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The Northeast braces for another round of winter weather
while drought-stricken California should benefit from more
heavy rain early this week.
The G-20 meets this week in Istanbul to discuss coordinating action to spur economic activity as most of the world’s
economies suffer from sub-par growth.
S&P downgraded Greece’s credit rating from B to B– and
warned of the narrowing window that Greece has to come
to terms with creditors.
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The US trade deficit jumped 17% to $47B in December
hitting its highest level since late 2012.
US productivity fell unexpectedly in 2014Q3 at a 1.8%
annual rate; economists had predicted a 0.5% rise.
US jobless claims approach a 15-year low as initial claims
for unemployment benefits dropped to a seasonally adjusted 265,000, exceeding economists expectations.
US consumer borrowing spiked in December to $14.8B
which could indicate that spending will strengthen as job
gains continue.
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